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  Eurobalise S21 388–90
  international container transport 390–1
trimming capacitor, on-chip 52

U2270B 325
UHF frequency range 160–1

UHF frequency range 160–1, 273
UHF range 22
unipolar code 179
unipolar RZ code 181
unique number 24, 307
Universal Code Council (UCC) 273
Universal Product Code (UPC) code 3

vehicle identification 166
vehicle theft 398
vernam cipher 230
VHF range 160
vicinity-coupling smart cards 22, 258–63
voice identification 4, 6
voltage divider, capacitive 50
voltage doubler 132
voltage matching 54

wafer 347
waste disposal 404–5
wavelength 111
winding technique 352
wire-bound carrier systems 157
wired interface, NFC 345–6
writable transponder, memory architecture 291
write time 310

Yagi–Uda antenna 124, 220–1